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Far too often, events that occur in our cities, country, and world can drain our spirit and the hope for a better future. Although we can’t fix everything that needs to be fixed, we’re grateful to be able to provide a ladder up to those who need it and have the potential to positively contribute to our profession. The CPA Endowment Fund of Illinois, the charitable partner of the Illinois CPA Society, is grateful for the generous financial contributions of our donors, the time and expertise of our volunteers, and the ability to support more future CPAs than ever before.

It has been an honor to oversee such a successful year, awarding $250,000 in scholarship and training programs, and positively impacting the lives of more than 275 diverse and deserving scholars across the state. We want to share that very same gratitude with you as we reflect on a year we can be proud of.

Together, we’re making an impact—not just on the future of the CPA profession but on our communities. Together, we’re providing hope. Together, we’re changing lives. We encourage you to continue reading to learn more about what we’ve accomplished this year with your support.

On behalf of all current and future CPAs impacted by your support, thank you for your continued generosity, dedication, and passion.

Sincerely,

Howard Blumstein, CPA
2021-22 Chairperson
THANK YOU!

Thanks to donors like you, deserving scholars continue to benefit from our life-changing programs and support. But we'll let them tell you for themselves. Watch this short video:
Our programs were incredibly strong this year, providing a variety of initiatives that supported hundreds of accounting students and professionals aspiring to earn the CPA credential.

**WE AWARDED:**

- 100+ academic scholarships
- 42 CPA exam awards
- 25 laptop scholarships
- 35 Mary T. Washington Wylie Scholarships

**WE SUPPORTED:**

- **Student Ambassadors**
  - 20 colleges and universities represented

- **“Be a CPA” Presentations**
  - 500 students reached at 36 colleges

- **Career Development Webinars**
  - 70 attendees participated

- **Virtual Career Fair**
  - 176 job seekers connected to 21 employers

Through these programs, we inspired and impacted the lives of so many talented scholars: students balancing full-time jobs, school, and family commitments; new parents; those dealing with expenses from health complications; immigrants and first-generation students; those working multiple jobs; and more.
I feel truly blessed to have received this scholarship. While furthering my education is a priority for me, it is not cheap. The potential of graduating and beginning my career under the burden of debt has certainly caused anxiety for me, as I have seen friends and family struggle to get their feet on the ground. This award has lessened that burden and will allow me to focus on my path to a CPA license in Illinois. The future is bright for me, and that is largely thanks to this scholarship.”

Zachary Curry
Academic Scholarship Recipient

“I am beyond honored to be selected as a recipient of the CPA Exam Award. In challenging times, it is hard to balance everyday financial needs with the desire to pursue my passion for learning. This award was a huge motivation for me as I can worry less and concentrate more on preparing for the exams. My lifetime dream of becoming a CPA is coming true, and your support helped me get here.”

Tiffany Lee
CPA Exam Award Recipient

“Receiving your Freshman Scholarship has greatly lessened the financial burden on my family during my first year as an accounting major at Illinois State University. Without the additional concern of paying for college, I can focus on my education and development. This award also gave me the confidence to attend your Internship Preparation Program, where I gained important skills and connections in the accounting industry. I know how important it is to grow my interpersonal and networking capabilities as an honors student and I could not do this without your help.”

Joshua Thompson
Academic Scholarship Recipient
“Attending your Virtual Career Fair was one of the best decisions I have made. During the event, I was able to hop from room to room and speak with several employers, many of which I would have never had access to otherwise. I appreciated the opportunity to better understand the culture and what it would be like as an intern at each firm. After my initial introduction during the event, I applied to a position and heard back within a week that I was advancing to the first round of interviews. Thanks to your Virtual Career Fair, I was able to secure an audit internship for the summer!”

Jack Blitstein  
Virtual Career Fair Attendee

“I am so thankful to have received a Laptop Award. With this support, I have been able to focus on my academic and career paths without the stressor of having to share with my roommate or find an open computer lab. Opportunities such as this one mean so much to me, as they work towards minimizing educational inequalities. This award has allowed me to experience a more fulfilling education.”

Abby Carbajal  
Laptop Award Recipient

“Your resources empowered me, inspired me to continue my education, and influenced my decision to pursue the CPA credential. I truly appreciate your contribution to my growth.”

Megan Lockhart  
Academic Scholarship Recipient
Endowed and expendable named funds are an invaluable investment in students and future CPAs. These funds provide powerful academic outcomes, support immediate and meaningful need, and highlight scholar successes. Establishing a named fund is a visionary and generous act that helps preserve the CPA Endowment Fund of Illinois’ mission well into the future and impacts beneficiaries over many lifetimes.

**We’re delighted for the incredible support and partnership from the following named funds:**

Arthur R. Wyatt Accounting Scholarship Fund  
Black CPA Centennial Fund*  
Debra R. Hopkins “Be a CPA” Scholarship Fund*  
Edilberto C. and Carmelita M. Ortiz & Jovencio P. and Violeta R. Mangahas CPA Scholarship Fund  
Herman J. Neal Scholarship Fund  
James A. Sikich Visionary Scholarship Fund  
Jeanette M. Cochrane Memorial Fund*  
Kenneth J. and Jacqueline M. Hull Accounting Scholarship Fund  
Marian Powers Accounting Scholarship Fund  
Mary T. Washington Wylie Opportunity Fund  
Needles, Snow, Wish Accounting Scholarship Fund  
Surendra and Shanta Daga CPA Scholarship Fund  
Women’s Executive Committee Advancing Women in Accounting Scholarship Fund

*Expendable Named Funds
Mary T. Washington Wylie Opportunity Fund

We held the 10th annual Mary T. Washington Wylie Internship Preparation Program in January. This year, we were able to expand the program to accept 29 impressive students from the strong applicant pool. In addition to a $500 scholarship, the participants gained important exposure to the profession, learned the skills they need to succeed, and gained the courage to be better versions of themselves. On the final day of the three-day program, the students performed phenomenally in their interviews with our participating employers. The best news is that every participant from this year’s program has already received and accepted their first internship or full-time job offer as a result of having access to this specialized program and the invaluable interviews it facilitates. This program has been tremendously successful at providing scholarships to students in need, affording them access to unique opportunities, and placing them into the workforce.

We’re also proud to provide all 260 program alumni with resources beyond the three-day program. In addition to various training and networking opportunities, this year we provided 20 alumni who are preparing to take the CPA exam with scholarships for CPA exam review course materials. We also continued our partnership with the University of Illinois to offer our program alumni exclusive full-tuition scholarships to attend their Master of Accounting Science program. Over the last four years, 40 of our program alumni received this opportunity.

“The program helped me embrace the idea that I’m in the driver seat when it comes to my career. After help from dedicated program volunteers, my resume is much stronger than it was before, and I know that I have the potential to keep growing as I gain valuable career experience. Everything I learned, and the confidence I gained, empowered me to ace my interviews, and ultimately, I landed my first internship!”

Shyrice Howell
Mary T. Washington Wylie Scholar

To learn more about Mary T. Washington Wylie and the success of this life-changing fund, explore the program overview and impact report here:
Needles, Snow, Wish Accounting Scholarship Fund

One of our first endowed named funds was created by Belverd Needles Jr., William Snow, and Ernest Wish, in partnership with DePaul University, an institution that holds great meaning for them. Through their vision, generous support, and confidence in the stewardship of their investment about 20 years ago, this fund has had an incredible history of assisting many accounting students in enjoying the benefits of a DePaul education, without the financial burdens that can impede development in the early stages of their careers. This fund has experienced growth and long-term stability over the years, and this fiscal year it distributed a record $32,000 to be matched and awarded by DePaul.

“...This prestigious scholarship means everything to me. Without it, I wouldn’t be able to continue my path toward a degree. This financial support allows me to focus on my studies and seek out internships to gain professional experience. I want the donors of this fund to know they’ve invested in my dreams to help companies with their accounting and finance needs. This scholarship isn’t just impacting me—it’ll also be the reason for all I can offer in the future to clients.”

Miriam Ahmed
Needles, Snow, Wish Accounting Scholarship Recipient

Surendra and Shanta Daga CPA Scholarship Fund

In 2021, Surendra and Shanta Daga made a generous donation to establish this fund to inspire accounting students and professionals with an additional boost of confidence as they strive to fulfill their dreams of becoming licensed CPAs. We feel privileged to enter this partnership, which will allow us to support additional CPA Exam Awards, prioritizing these scholarships for people from underrepresented communities who demonstrate financial need and/or other special circumstances.
Debra R. Hopkins “Be a CPA” Scholarship Fund
Debra R. Hopkins, CPA, (1951-2014) was an acclaimed author, esteemed professor, respected leader, and true champion of the accounting profession. Debra’s family created this fund to continue her legacy of helping others earn the CPA credential. More than $62,000 was raised for this fund, which proudly supported 91 aspiring CPAs in her memory by providing them with the financial assistance, confidence, and motivation to overcome barriers they faced as they pursued their CPA licensure. This year, we awarded the balance of the fund to the recipients.

Black CPA Centennial Fund
In 2021, we were honored to partner with the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, Diverse Organization of Firms, National Association of Black Accountants, and National Society of Black CPAs to bring forward an important national centennial celebration. The year-long initiative commemorated the licensure of the first Black CPA and the rich history and progress Black CPAs have since made in the profession throughout the last 100 years.

Together, we supported the creation and release of two podcast episodes, six in-depth video interviews of trailblazing Black CPAs, 11 articles, a 40-Under-40 Black CPA Award program, and a live-streamed virtual celebration. This original content serves to preserve and honor the histories of some of the nation’s first Black CPAs, celebrate the achievements of Black CPAs positively impacting the profession, and build on the future of the Black CPA community, including the creation of this fund.

More than $93,000 was raised, which will be disbursed in 2022 in the form of Aspiring Black CPA Scholarships, a national scholarship designed to make an immediate, meaningful impact on the advancement of Black CPAs.
Annual contributions are essential to the success and sustainability of our initiatives. Even during a year with a great deal of economic uncertainty, we maintained strong donor support and exceeded budgets in all fundraising areas.

In case you missed it, this list of more than 1,170 donors was also published in the Illinois CPA Society’s spring 2022 issue of Insight magazine.

President’s Pavers (April 1, 2021 - March 31, 2022)

**$100,000**
Surendra & Shanta Daga

**$65,000**
Dempsey J. Travis Foundation

**$30,000**
Illinois CPA Society

**$15,000**
BKD Foundation
Deloitte LLP

**$10,000**
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
Crowe LLP
Joan Moore

**$5,000**
Georgia Society of CPAs
Craig Johnson
Patricia Rosenberg
Catherine Villinski
Michael David White II

**$2,000 - $4,999**
Daniel Broadhurst
Mارتice Caldwell
Rose Cammarata
Jennifer Cavanaugh
CNA Foundation
William Condon
Bill & Betsy Cook
Ann Drake
Wayne & Jan Ebersberger
Gary & Judy Fish
Marques Fisher
Mary Fuller
Sandra Gentry
Mardel Graffy
Geoffrey & Virginia Harlow
Sheldon Holzman
Stacy & Jeffrey Janiak
KET Solutions LLC
Nancy & Lester McKeever
James & Donri McWhorter
Michael J. Singer & Co. P.C.
Montana Society of CPAs
Legacy Foundation
Elizabeth Murphy
Thomas Murtagh
New Jersey Society of CPAs

**$1,000 - $1,999**
Morris Oldham
Beth Pagnotta
Floyd Perkins
Prado Renteria Foundation
Melody Ragan
Jennifer Roan
Leilani Rodrigo
Michael Rodriguez
Jack Rogers
Deb Rood
Stella Marie Santos
J. Bradley Sargent
Todd Shapiro
Elizabeth Sloan
Duane Suits
Myra Swick
Ralph Albert & ValerieThorton Thomas
Virginia Society of CPAs
Kim Weate
Jeffery Watson
Mary Ann Webb
Michael Wenzel
Lawrence & Nancy Wojcik
Donna & Phillip Zarcone

**$500 - $999**
Amsted Industries Inc.
Brent Baccus
William Bledsoe
Nancy Cash
Linda Ellis
Stephen Ferrara
Marla Gordon
Theresa Hammond
Edward Hannon
Lisa Hartkopf
Jonathan Hauser
Margreatha Hein
ICPAS Young Professionals’ Group
Wendy Kelly
Donald Kieso
Joshua Lance
Maryland Association of CPAs
Annette O’Connor
Kristie Paskvan
Walter Rein

**$250 - $499**
Anonymous (3)
Brian Amoroso
Gary Anetsberger
Arthur Barrett
Joseph Bigane
Brian Blaha
The Boeing Company
David DeMotte
James Dolinar
Amy Dybowsi
Kimi Ellen
Emerging Business Solutions Group

**$100 - $249**
Anonymous (14)
Adam Lifson CPA PC
John Adams
Masarrah Alsagher
Michael Amoroso
Owen Bailitz
Sade Baker
Charles Baygood
Alyssia Bentford
David Bergman
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Donor Highlights

William Morrison
Scott Motisi
James Motley
Alison Mount
Gregory Mudd
Carmen Mugnolo
Maureen Mukai
Thomas Mula
Anne Mullen
David Murphy
Craig Myers
Edward Nadler
Jeffrey Narcisi
John Naughton
Michael Nawrocki
Lawrence Neal
Leonardus Neggers
Roger Nelson
Steven Nesbitt
Gary Neumayer
Steven Nesbitt
Roger O'Brien
William O'Brien
Timothy O'Keefe
Benjamin O'Malley
Karen O'Reilly
Edward Odmart
Paul Oetter
Karen Okwu
Karen Olson
Akin Omotosho
Suet Ching Ong
Kirk Odenkowski
Gerard O'Prins
Barton Osher
Thomas Ottenhoff
Marcie Outlaw
Vicki Paiviainen
Debra Packley
Robert Palasz
Dana Palmer
William Panos
Louis Pancoskos
Alberto Panzeca
Heather Paquette
Bruce Paradise
Wayne Parsons
Karl Pasker
Michael Pastorius
Richard Paul
Michael Paulin
David Pavelka
Allan Pavia
Steven Pawlan
Jonathon Peek
Ann Pelant
Jeaninne Pelletiere
Linda Pirri
Barrett Peterson
Carla Peterson
Kurt Peterson
Richard Pfieger
Tamara Phelan
Frank Philips
Dana Phillips

Richard Phillips
Tania Phillips
Thelma Phillips
Andrew Piatecki
Paul Pierson
Samuel Pincich
Joseph Piper
Alek Pirkhalo
Terry Pitcher
William Pittman
Steven Plettau
Sandy Plokar
Lesanne Pokorski
Peter Ponzo
Karen Pornoy
Mark Porst
David Post
Richard Powell
SanDee Priser
Clyde Proctor
James Provenza
Chad Pues
Sandra Purdmand
Patricia Purpura
Richard Putz
Joseph Quillin
Patricia Quinnan
Geoffrey Quinn
Randi Ragnins
Steven Rampola
Terrence Raterman
Anthony Recchia
Peter Recchia
Biara Reed
Larita Reed-Clark
Brian Regin
Annette Rehmke
Philip Reid
Arnold Reingold
Howard Renner
Hilda Renteria
Robert Rich
Catherine Riddick
Melissa Riddle
Rochele Riffer
Natalie Rinar
Sandra Ritter
Richard Rizzo
Rudy Robles
Ronald Rodghero
Irwin Role
Ywenn Roman
Dennis Ronowski
Cassandra Rose
Stanley Rosen
Kristine Ross
Martin Ross
Nancy Ross
Ryan Ross
Linda Ross
Catherine Rothschild
Brian Rowe
William Rudolphsen
Audrey Ruffini
Lila Runco
Robert Rush

Aaron Ruswick
Maurice Sabath
Amy Saddler
Harry Sakai
Michael Salzman
Alan Sanchez
LaTonya Sanders
Catherine Santorro
Mitchell Saranow
Everett Sather
Gary Sauder
Marvin Schaar
Margaret Schaefer
Michelle Scheffii
William Schirmang
Timothy Schlax
Wendy Schlossberg
Laurie Schmidgall
William Schmidt
Michael Schneider
William Schneider
Jeffrey Schroeder
Richard Schultz
Martin Schwartz
Robert Schwartz
Kenneth Scott
Maura Seper
Lawrence Shane
Lawrence Shaner
Michael Shapiro
Sharon Shapiro
Becky Sheehan
Justin Shelman
Elizabeth Sheltra
Mustafa Sherwanii
Steven Shifrin
Scott Shirk
Walter Shin
Elizabeth Shinnaha
William Shinnaha

Krishnaswami Srinivasan
Daniel Stanovich
Kurt Starvich
Steve Starzynski
James Stephenson
James Stern
Christian Stephens
John Stiglich
Jeff Stojak
Louis Stone
Richard Stone
Mark Stortz
Joni Strand
Ross Stremme
Jesse Strelitch
Harold Sullivan
Lyheaa Sullivan
Raymond Suoranta
Carl Swanson
Gregory Swanson
Magdalena Swartout
Tanja Swedberg
Steven Swidler
Marites Sy
Kimberley Szalkus
Donna Tam-Perez
Zachary Taylor
Christian Thibault
Kenneth Thomalla
Richard Thomas
Gregory Tissier
Frank Tlusty
Stephan Tomei
Scott Toriumi
David Towne
Thuy-Chau Tran
Joseph Trindl
Paul Trotter
Jay Trudell
George Tsiouras
David Turner
Brian Unger
Miguel Valdes
Frank Van Aelst
Mathew Vanderkloot
Lucas VanDeWosestyne
Pierre Vanier
John Vant Hoff
Patricia Vardalos
Downey Varey
Valerie Varney
Ryan Vaughan
John Verchota
Thomas Vicario
Michael Vicini
Mario Villan
Dan Vitale
David Vitullo
Raymond Voros
James Vourvoulias
Karissa Vozzo
Ann Vyas
Brian Waldley
Anthony Waeter
Jacqueline Wagner
Deborah Wallace
Frances Wallace
John Walsh
Bradley Walton
Catherine Wang
Chan-Yu Wang
Matthew Warren
Molly Wash
Lenore Waters
Jeffrey Webb
Heidi Weber
Raymond Weber
Sheila Weinberg
Arvin Weindruch
Daniel Welch
Matthew Welch
John Wellhausen
Robert Wentland
Ronald Whaley
Michael Whelan
Hayden West
Richard Wilkins
Bridget Williams
David Williams
Morton Winer
Dawn Winkelman
Charles Wolf
David Wolfe
Larry Wolfe
William Wolz
Andrew Woodman
Gregg Woodruft
Kristen Worthington
David Wright
Oyee Wu
Aimee Yang
Peter Yee
Mavis Yeh
Jonathan Yu
Carl Yudell
Roger Yule
Daniel Yunez
Andre Zagmout
David Zaslavsky
Junichi Zenimoto
Faye Zhang
Yuzhu Zhao
Mark Ziegrenhorn
Edward Zielinski
Courtney Zink
Lucinda Zink
William Zink
Patricia Zuniga
Mary Zura

Donors with a multi-year pledge are recognized for the full amount of their pledge in the first year and for their pledge installment amount paid in the remaining years of the pledge. Every attempt was made to acknowledge all donors who have given during this period. If you see a discrepancy, please call 312.517.7656.
Board of Directors (April 1, 2022 - March 31, 2023)

OFFICERS:
Chairperson: Kimberley A. Waite | Marcum LLP
Vice Chairperson: Jason Parish | Plante Moran PLLC
Secretary: Martrice Caldwell | OneGoal
Treasurer: Jeffery P. Watson | Miller Cooper & Company Ltd.
Immediate Past Chairperson: Howard I. Blumstein | BDO USA LLP (Retired)

DIRECTORS:
Brent A. Baccus | Washington, Pittman & McKeever LLC
Rosaria Cammarata | CDK Global Inc.
Roxanne Chow | Ernst & Young LLP
Marques A. Fisher | PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP
Mark S. Glochowsky | Schuler Shook Inc.
Lee A. Gould | Gould & Pakter Associates LLC
Geoffrey J. Harlow | Wipfli LLP
Kenton J. Klaus | Deloitte LLP (Retired), DePaul University
Damien R. Martin | FORVIS LLP
Sara J. Mikuta | Wipfli LLP (Retired)
Elizabeth A. Murphy | DePaul University (Retired)
Leilani N. Rodrigo | Roth & Co. LLP
Deborah K. Rood | CNA Insurance
Marie A. Shaver | KPMG LLP
Elizabeth J. Sloan | Grant Thornton LLP

EX-OFFICIO DIRECTORS:
Thomas B. Murtagh | FORVIS LLP
Todd M. Shapiro | Illinois CPA Society

"Having served on the CPA Endowment Fund of Illinois’ board of directors for years, I have seen firsthand the many lives that have been touched due to the giving and support of our generous donors. It is an honor and a privilege to now serve as the board’s chairperson as we strive to expand the reach of our remarkable programs. I look forward to working with all the board and staff members to create new ways to continue our mission of paving the way for future CPAs by supporting accounting students, both financially and through mentorship, and inspiring the next generation of young professionals who will guide the CPA profession forward."

Kimberley A. Waite, CPA
CPA Endowment Fund of Illinois
Paving the Way for Tomorrow’s CPAs

Founders’ Council
A heartfelt thanks to our founders.
Without them, none of this would be possible.

Ernest R. Wish - Chair
Eugene L. Delves*
Arthur I. Farber
William K. Flowers
R. Neal Fulk*
William A. Gifford Jr.*
Lawrence M. Gill
Harold H. Hensold Jr.*
James Hill Jr.*
John E. Hughes*
Kenneth J. Hull

James R. Kackley
David L. Landsittel
Michael N. Mayo
Lester H. McKeever Jr.
Eugene J. Midlock
Belverd E. Needles Jr.
Edilberto C. Ortiz
Martin H. Rosenberg
Myra A. Swick
Cheryl S. Wilson
Arthur R. Wyatt*

*Deceased